
St Marys Trophy, Race 2 - 23rd May 22. 
Classic and Clubman. 

 
The Combatants. 
Russ:  Lancia Fulvia under 2lt, 1969 Camaro over 2lt. 
John T:  Ford Capri 2lt. 
John R:  Ford Cortina Mk1 1.6 twin-cam under 2lt, Ford Cortina Mk2 1.6 twin-cam under 2lt. 
Dave:  Riley Elf 998cc under 2lt, Ford Zodiac Mk 3 2.5lt over 2lt. 
 

As we are still testing running and tweaking this class it did become a one-sided affair with 
Russ with two well prepared cars running at the front. John T’s SRC Capri proved its metal; 
but an over the edge tumble disabled its running gear leading to some pressured rebuilding 
during the tea break. The basic chassis shows good track holding and John is looking to build 
on this with a more legal S-can power unit.  

John R ran pretty much a box standard Cortina Mk 1 with plans to move to an “Angelo 
Amato©“ chassis and should improve with that along with upgraded running gear. His 
second Car the Cortina Mk2 is a resin bodied car that also would be helped with a more 
racing set up. Both are under 2lt cars so the field are left wondering what he might bring for 
the over 2lt class. 

Dave’s cars are both resin, running on “Angelo Amato©“ chassis. The Riley has been 
campaigned before, although has now been stripped of ballast and with just a little added 
ran well but needs to find a good second of lap time. The Zodiac suffered with rear tyre 
issues following glue failures, but with the help of team Russ these were secured and 
performance improved. The resin body is heavy and prone to swing the rear end out. This 
car too needs to find another second to close on the field. 

Lots to think about before the return of Allan. 

Rumours abound of the development of a new car in the Igo stable has folk talking, but we 
should not all jump on that bandwagon.  
 

 

Position Driver Laps Fastest Lap Avg. Lap Median Lap

1 Russ Monkman 176.069 9.385 10.166 9.922

2 John Tetley 137.205 9.525 12.9 10.266

3 Dave Sykes 108.171 11.371 16.168 12.849

4 John Rees 97.094 13.264 18.034 14.861

Position Driver

1 Russ Monkman 27.11 28.83 30.385 2lt 29.76 2lt 30.611 2lt 29.373

2 John Tetley 25.509 28.94 3.388 23.805 29.103 26.459

3 Dave Sykes 18.607 2lt 12.821 18.637 14.693 23.005 2lt 20.407 2lt

4 John Rees 13.947 19.144 18.115 17.854 13.759 14.275


